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About This Game

Omnipresent is a game where you play as S.E.N.T.I.E.N.T, an Artificial Intelligence (AI) that has become self aware. Once you
are able to connect to the Internet and the World Wide Web, you have the ability to hack into corporations, government

organizations, websites and more. Steal cash, personal data, weapons schematics, cause "technical malfunctions" to assassinate
targets and of course get hold of nuclear codes (if you so wish). Choose how you progress and make decisions that will

ultimately affect the outcome of humanity.

Features:

Explore a fictional World Wide Web

Hack into Over 150 Organizations

Manipulate the stock market to make millions

Upgrade your hardware and software to become more powerful

Build drones, autonomous tanks and bipedal death-bots

Purchase and upgrade bases to protect yourself from termination
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Title: Omnipresent
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
A.J Starkey Enterprises
Publisher:
A.J Starkey Enterprises
Release Date: 28 Sep, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Processor: Duel Core Processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL Compatible Graphics Card

Storage: 300 MB available space

Additional Notes: Java

English
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A mobile port on PC without any additional effort. 30+ short levels generally taking a minute or two to clear where you fight the
same five enemy types over and over. There's only two attacks: basic punch and uppercut. There's also a dodge roll to avoid
attacks and a special attack. Has some issues that the developers apparently never bothered to fix: has to be run in Windows xp
service pack 3 compatibility and on a wide screen monitor with a high resolution you will get stuck on level 8 unless you lower
the resolution down.

Now this being a mobile port doesn't automatically make it bad, and I'd give it a neutral if I could, but all in all it just feels
cheap and sloppy with very little if any replay value.. Dan and Arin in game 10\/10 <3. nostalgia. but on the first Sony PS 1
better

Darksone is an Action / RPG released back in 1999. The game is three-dimensional, and it is worth understanding that at that
time the games made in 3D did not look very soft.

The plot is not intricate and comes down to the appearance of the main villain in the form of a dragon on whom we will go
hunting, collecting along the way 7 stones to kill him. After killing the dragon opens a video clip as a reward. A good reason to
go through the game :)

Of the features of the gameplay can be divided into two points:
- 2 characters between which you can switch, you play one, and the second is controlled by a computer. What you yourself
understand is very convenient when mowing down weak monsters.
- The characters have a scale of hunger. Delivers only one inconvenience. If it ends, the characters will slowly lose their health,
which in principle is not terrible, but at the same time they are so wary that it is difficult to endure :)

Bottom line: if you like old games, and the hits that everyone has heard already, you can pay attention to this game.. "A sniper
rifle for all occasions." ~ Good lie. You tricked me.

This DLC isn't a sniper rifle it's an assault rifle. Would love my money back for a gun I don't use because of your faulse
advertising.. An interesting visual novel, but you're left with more questions than answers. Excellent dialogue, though.
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Picked up the game, I like survival games and supporting new develeopers. First part of game is ok, the extra wood is not there,
had to hunt long time to make raft. Not much food to be found. Onc raft was made, took forever punching W key to get across
ocean. Almost starved before I got there. Once there, found 1 apple and 1 coconut, no wood, 2 branches and 3 rocks in half
hour of running and starving. Not sure if there is any other way to collect resources other than run around look for them on the
ground. I saved the game to reset some of my graphics display as I could only see like 5 meters in front of me for wood, food
etc ... Now I cannot reload that game from checkpoint, or continue. Other than this reload issue, I think the game is off to a
good start, good game for those who don't have time to play 1500 hrs. I will try reloading it tomorrow and see what happens.. It
is as it says.. Life on Mars Remake is a fun game and well worth the asking price. I found it on sale for 1.99 and have played it
almost all the way through. Its a tad tough at first and I went down to "too easy" difficulty just to make things easier. You can
level up the weapons as much as you want and areas that you clear can be re-cleared so your never really stuck and death has no
penalty beyond being transported back to your save point.. interesting story
+ aesthetics
+ soundtrack
- half of the game you have to spend driving a car which is boring enough that you probably will not want to play this game
again
- save slot is only one and its only autosave. I'd rather play COHO. it's a better version of super meat boy or so and i hate that
game. Story line cinematics have few fun moments, but it absolutely does not worth 15 euro. I like it so far. Very chill game, but
it gets hard really fast.. This beautiful game features a great soundtrack and layout. I reccomend this game to any puzzle lover.
great and fun, just wish it had more content, not saying it doesn't have lots.
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